Listening Paper

Part 1
1. B
2. A
3. C
4. A
5. B
6. B
7. B

Part 2
1. home
2. three decades
3. authority
4. Natural Sciences
5. desire
6. Garden
7. 23
8. attention
9. investigator
10. friendship
11. communities
12. solitary
13. environment

Part 3
1. E
2. A
3. C
4. D
5. B

Reading Paper

Part 1
1. D
2. E
3. B
4. C
5. A
6. E

Part 2
1. F
2. D
3. B
4. E
5. A
6. disastrous
7. tiny
8. abbreviation
9. dispel
Use of English

Part 1
1. at
2. the?
3. for
4. for
5. up
6. the
7. as/like
8. of
9. to
10. on/upon
11. up
12. in
13. from
14. there
15. than

Part 2
1. ENABLES (give power to, make able)
2. EFFECTIVELY
3. REFERRING (I made a spelling mistake here:))
4. CONSUMERS
5. ADVERTISEMENT
6. USEFULNESS (the state or condition of being useful)
7. TREATMENT
8. WIDELY (in relation to many or various things)
9. PARTNERSHIP (the fact or condition of being a partner)
10. ACCESSIBLE (able to be reached)

Part 3
1. entered
2. was studying
3. Would like
4. had learned
5. taught
6. to be prepared in
7. wasn't
8. joined
9. didn't know
10. are judged
11. have
12. have taught/have been teaching
13. experiment
14. to get
15. work